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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we compare four policy instruments–tax, subsidy, binding emissions and cap-and- 
trade, to determine which policy is the most effective and whether they are equivalent. We also 
examine if a firm’s policy preference differs from that of a policymaker. Our motivation stems 
from the global use of a wide array of pollution instruments. Using a game theoretic approach, 
we analyze how carbon abatement, production quantity, profitability and welfare vary between 
different policy tools. We find that the tax policy is equivalent to the binding emission standards 
while welfare comparison shows that the highest welfare is attributed to either the tax or subsidy 
policy depending on the levels of environmental damage. We find that both the policymaker and 
the firm prefer a subsidy policy under lower thresholds of environmental damage. Exploring 
hybrid policies, we find that a multi-part tariff contract jointly implements the socially optimal out-
comes and leads to a win-win situation for both the firm and the policymaker. Our findings offer 
guidance for policymakers and managers to implement appropriate policies based on the degree 
of environmental damage and to consider using hybrid policies that achieve higher pollution 
abatement and improved welfare.
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1. Introduction

In response to the growing scientific evidence that 
human activities have contributed to climate change,1

policymakers have employed a variety of regulatory 
instruments to reduce carbon emissions. There is, how-
ever, a wide-ranging debate on the most effective envir-
onmental regulation for decarbonisation. Consider 
carbon tax for example that sets a price on carbon by 
levying a tax on greenhouse gas emissions.2 Deemed an 
effective instrument, a carbon tax is considered an 
enforceable, scalable, and transparent solution to limit-
ing carbon emissions.3 To stress the need for carbon 
tax, 3600 economists in 2019 supported the introduc-
tion of a carbon tax in the US stating it as the most 
cost-effective lever to reduce carbon emissions.4 Several 
countries globally have adopted carbon taxes including 
Canada, Germany, Portugal, Norway and Sweden.5

Canada’s emission-based carbon tax charges $30 per 
metric tonne of CO2 equivalent,6 whereas, in the U.S., 
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), levies a 
penalty of ‘$5.50 for every 0.1 mpg over the standard’ 
for non-compliance to Corporate Average Fuel 
Economy (CAFE) standards.7 Carbon pricing, therefore, 
has emerged as a popular instrument.

Carbon pricing also includes cap-and-trade 
instrument, though its different in design and 

implementation from carbon tax. Whereas carbon 
tax sets the price of carbon emissions, and allows 
the firm to determine the quantity of carbon emis-
sions, cap-and-trade in contrast determines the 
quantity of carbon emissions and lets the market 
determine the price. The World Bank reported that 
out of 61 carbon pricing policies implemented by 
industrialised nations and emerging economies, 30 
have adopted carbon taxes and 31 have embraced 
emissions trading systems,8 reflecting the varied 
viewpoints of policymakers in choosing the appro-
priate policy instruments. In Europe, for example, 
the Emission Trading Scheme (ETS) was one of the 
first cap-and-trade programs to be introduced.9 The 
Canadian provinces of Quebec and Nova Scotia 
have implemented cap-and-trade programs begin-
ning 201210 and 201911 respectively.

As an alternative to these policy tools, the land-
mark Inflation Reduction Act in the US declared 
significant subsidies to businesses engaged in the 
development of clean energy to the tune of $3.6 bil-
lion.12 The choice of subsidy as a policy instrument 
is also indicative of the array of regulatory tools 
employed for decarbonisation. Here as well, subsi-
dies differ in their design and effects compared to 
carbon tax. Carbon subsidies may increase the 
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emission control of firms, and lead to innovation 
and growth of abatement efforts, however, the 
opportunity costs of providing such subsidies could 
be high for the government. Contrarily, carbon taxes 
generate tax revenues for the government but may 
cause prices to rise as firms transfer the taxes to 
consumers.

Another policy tool—obligatory pollution regula-
tion has been formulated for many industrial sectors 
and countries as binding emission cuts.13 For 
instance, in a landmark judgement in the 
Netherlands, a court ruled that Shell must reduce its 
carbon emissions by 45% by 2030, reflecting the 
binding nature of policies to create pressure on cor-
porate emitters.14

We, thus, observe that environmental policies 
span a range of regulatory approaches that include 
carbon pricing, subsidies and administrative man-
dates. Given the variety of regulatory instruments at 
play, the question of which policy tool is the most 
effective naturally arises. We ask if a cap-and-trade 
or a subsidy policy delivers higher abatement efforts 
than a carbon tax or binding emissions policy. 
Which policies do a manufacturer and a policy-
maker prefer? Are the policy tools able to deliver 
socially optimal outcomes, and if not, can hybrid 
policies deliver such outcomes? Our research goal in 
this paper is to seek answers to the above questions 
and quantify and compare the effectiveness of the 
different policy instruments in achieving carbon 
reduction.

To this end, we consider a problem where a 
manufacturer undertakes production quantity and 
abatement decisions in a carbon-sensitive market 
under the regulatory decisions of a policymaker.15

We examine the policy instruments from two key 
dimensions, namely, (i) production output and 
abatement effort and (ii) social welfare. Our analysis 
helps to determine if the manufacturer’s and policy-
maker’s preferences differ. We also propose a multi- 
part tariff contract and highlight the distinguishing 
characteristics of such a hybrid contract in achieving 
social objectives.

Scholarly work in examining individual policies 
such as carbon tax (Caro et al., 2013; Chen & Hao, 
2015; Hu & Zhou, 2014; Yonghong & Zhongkai, 
2015; Yang & Chen, 2018), subsidy (Ma et al., 2013; 
Li et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2019) and cap-and-trade 
(Bai et al., 2017; He et al., 2017; Ji et al., 2020; Kuiti 
et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2017) have received growing 
attention. However, much of this literature has not 
delved into a comparison of the policy tools and 
examined the policy preferences of entities. 
Furthermore, studies comparing policy tools 
(Cheng, Ji, et al., 2022; Liu et al., 2015; Nault, 1996; 
Yang et al., 2014; Yang & Xu, 2023; Zhang & Xu, 

2013) have typically not conducted a welfare com-
parison and explored hybrid policies as a means to 
achieve social goals as we have attempted in this 
paper. Lastly, with the continuous development of 
carbon emission regulations in various economies, 
there remains a considerable opportunity to engage 
in discussions on the implementation of the right 
policies. Our paper aims to contribute to this 
effort.16

1.1. Findings and contributions

One of our main findings is that the market based 
instruments (e.g., tax) and command-and-control 
instruments (e.g., binding emissions) are equivalent 
in their outcomes, that is, a policymaker would 
achieve the same carbon reduction and social wel-
fare using either of the regulatory instruments. 
Furthermore, the comparisons of different environ-
mental policies show that their effectiveness is 
driven by the environmental damage from emis-
sions. Therefore, policymakers should consider this 
factor while formulating policies. To this end, we 
find that the subsidy policy not only yields the high-
est social welfare when the environmental damage 
parameter is low, it also yields the firm the highest 
profit. Additionally, if the policymaker were to 
implement a socially optimal outcome, this would 
require a hybrid instrument, namely, a combination 
of tax, subsidy, and a lump-sum transfer. Such a 
hybrid instrument leads to a win-win outcome for 
both the policymaker as well as the firm.

A multitude of environmental policies are preva-
lent globally and have sparsely been compared in 
scholarly domain to understand if there are any 
equivalencies between the policies. The paper seeks 
to address this gap by presenting an integrated 
model of policy making-firm choices-and-consumer 
characteristics as observed in practice. The paper 
also highlights the interactive effects of a firm’s 
emissions and environmental damage on the policy-
maker’s choices, and provides directions in design-
ing hybrid mechanisms to achieve socially optimal 
outcomes, while benefiting the manufacturer.

The remainder of the paper is organised as fol-
lows. In Section 2, we discuss the relevant back-
ground literature. Section 3 presents the model 
details. Section 4 discusses the four policies and 
related results. Section 5 discusses social optimality 
and multi-part tariff contract. Managerial insights 
and concluding remarks are presented in Section 6.

2. Literature review

Literature on regulations such as carbon tax (Cao 
et al., 2020; Sinayi & Rasti-Barzoki, 2018), subsidy 
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(Cohen et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2021; Cheng, Chen, 
et al., 2022; Lebeau et al., 2016) and cap-and-trade 
policy (He et al., 2017; Kuiti et al., 2020) is varied. 
Since our paper relates to environmental policies on 
pollution control and abatement, we, first discuss 
studies examining individual policies and subse-
quently delve into those comparing multiple policy 
tools.

2.1. Carbon tax

In examining the influence of carbon tax, Hu and 
Zhou (2014) and Chen and Hao (2015) analyze the 
pricing and production decisions for a supply chain 
and competing firms, respectively. The studies show 
that the manufacturer absorbing the carbon tax will 
raise the prices for its end consumers. The studies, 
do not, however, model the government’s decision 
which is exogenous. Yang, Luo, et al. (2017); Yang 
and Chen (2018) and Li et al. (2018) also focus on 
decisions of supply chain players in dyadic settings 
considering revenue sharing and cost sharing con-
tracts. Here as well, the papers do not consider the 
policymaker’s decisions and welfare implications as 
we do in our study. Mahmoudi et al. (2014) in con-
trast endogenise the government’s decision and ana-
lyze competition between two power plants. 
However, their model does not consider emissions- 
sensitive consumer demand or social welfare out-
comes. Caro et al. (2013) consider a social planner’s 
problem (endogenous decision) concerning a supply 
chain under carbon tax. Whereas the study does 
consider the abatement effort of supply chain play-
ers, our model analyzes both production and abate-
ment efforts and conducts a comparative analysis of 
different policy tools.

2.2. Carbon subsidy

Studies have examined various subsidy models. Ma 
et al. (2013) for example, study the impact of carbon 
subsidy in a closed-loop supply chain. The study 
models consumption subsidy in the reverse supply 
chain whereas our paper models abatement subsidy 
for a manufacturing firm in a different setting. 
Chen et al. (2019) analyze the government’s subsidy 
in a manufacturer-retailer dyad. The study considers 
a subsidy towards the investment cost of the firm 
whereas our model considers a subsidy for the 
abatement effort of the firm. Furthermore, we com-
pare different policy outcomes in contrast to the 
study. Lastly, Bao et al. (2020) consider government 
subsidy in parallel supply chains where the subsidy 
applies to the production quantity of electric 
vehicles. Here as well, our model differs as we 

consider subsidy transfer for the manufacturer’s 
abatement effort.

2.3. Cap and trade

Studies considering cap and trade policies have 
looked at supply chain decisions primarily concern-
ing manufacturer-retailer channels. Du et al. (2015) 
for example study the supply chain decisions in a 
cap and trade system where the manufacturer faces 
uncertain demand. The demand is not emissions 
dependent though as we consider in our model. Ji 
et al. (2020), Bai et al. (2017) and Bai et al. (2018) 
examine wholesale price, cost, revenue and invest-
ment-sharing contracts respectively, to achieve chan-
nel coordination. Xu et al. (2017) and Yang, Zhang, 
et al. (2017) also consider different coordination 
and cooperation models between supply chain play-
ers. Compared to previous studies, our paper exam-
ines the decisions of a manufacturer and 
policymaker and evaluates a hybrid contract that 
leads to socially optimal outcomes. Furthermore, we 
are interested in comparing environmental policies, 
whereas the above studies focus on coordination 
strategies under the cap and trade system.

2.4. Emissions standards

Pollution control literature has also examined the 
role of emission standards as a policy instrument, 
albeit to a limited extent (Ghosh et al., 2020; Lade 
& Lawell, 2015; Saint Jean, 2008). A popular and 
debated emission standard is the CAFE standards in 
the US where studies have examined vehicle design 
and attributes to meet the standards and lower 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Luk et al., 2016; 
Shiau et al., 2009). Abatement policies have also 
been studied by El Ouardighi et al. (2021), who con-
sider abatement policies under horizontal and verti-
cal competition. However, they do not endogenise 
government decisions on abatement policy which is 
our focus.

Since we examine different environmental poli-
cies from a policymaker’s and firm’s perspective, 
our review also spans literature that compares pol-
icy instruments. We discuss them below and pro-
vide a research gap analysis to position the current 
work.

2.5. Studies comparing environmental policies

Among early works, Nault (1996) compares tax and 
subsidy policies, and shows their equivalence (under 
certain conditions) in achieving policy outcomes. 
Song and Leng (2012) compare three carbon emis-
sion policies, namely, carbon tax, carbon emission 
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capacity and cap-and-trade for the single period 
news vendor problem. The study does not, however, 
endogenise government decisions or consider envir-
onmental damage as a key consideration in policy 
making. Krass et al. (2013) examine a monopolistic 
firm’s technology choices under tax and subsidy 
regimes set by the regulator. Zhang and Xu (2013) 
investigate the multi-item production planning 
problem in the presence of cap-and-trade and car-
bon tax policy in a stochastic environment. The 
authors show that the cap-and-trade and carbon tax 
policies are equivalent in controlling carbon emis-
sions if the carbon trading price and carbon tax rate 
are the same. In a remanufacturing context, Liu 
et al. (2015) compare three carbon emission policies, 
namely, carbon tax, carbon emission capacity and 
cap-and-trade by considering the remanufacturing 
decision with limited information about demand 
distribution. The authors find that a carbon tax is 
preferable for policymakers. Xu et al. (2016) com-
pare the carbon tax and cap-and-trade policy for 
multiple products by considering price-sensitive 
demand. Further, Cao et al. (2017) compare cap- 
and-trade and low carbon subsidy policy (LCSP) by 
considering price as well as green-sensitive con-
sumer demand. The authors show that at a lower 
value of environmental damage, LCSP is preferable 
for societal benefit. In recent work, Chen et al. 
(2020) study the impact of cap-and-trade and car-
bon tax on clean innovation techniques.

While extant literature has focused on certain 
aspects of government regulations, prior work does 
not discuss the comparison of these policies by con-
sidering the price premium effect of abatement 
effort in the presence of government intervention. 
Yet, such effects must be considered as established 
from the demand-side (consumer behaviour) per-
spectives as they have an important bearing on a 
firm’s decisions (Tang & Zhou, 2012). Furthermore, 
emission standards’ comparison with other policy 
instruments has also received limited attention in 
the OM literature. We endogenise government deci-
sions considering environmental damage caused by 
pollution. We examine policies that are preferable 
from the policymaker’s perspective versus those that 
are preferable to the firm. Using socially optimal 
results, we propose a multi-part tariff contract that 
creates a win-win result for both the firm and the 
government. In Tables 1–3 below, we provide a 
summary of extant literature and position our cur-
rent work.

3. Model

We begin with the model preliminaries.

3.1. The firm

We consider a manufacturing firm that produces 
and sells a good directly to consumers. The produc-
tion of the good leads to pollution as a byproduct, 
where each unit of output leads to e> 0 units of 
pollution (called the initial emissions rate). 
Therefore, when the firm produces q units of out-
put, the pollution generated is eq units (Yuyin & 
Jinxi, 2018). A linear relationship between pollution 
emission and production volume is a common con-
sideration in literature (Ji et al., 2020) and applies to 
industry sectors where emissions may be linearly 
correlated to fuel consumption of the machine. 
Initial emission rate consideration allows us to 
examine the impact of heterogeneous values of e on 
firm’s equilibrium decisions and as we show later, 
also affects the policymaker’s choices. Under any 
given policy environment, the firm has two decision 
choices—how much to produce and abate, repre-
sented by ðq, sÞ � 0, respectively, in our model.

3.2. The consumer

We consider a representative consumer with the 
quadratic utility function

Uðq, sÞ ¼ ðhþ asÞq −
1
2
cq2 (1) 

The utility function implies that the consumer 
values the abatement effort s undertaken by the 
firm and is willing to pay more for each unit of the 
product she buys (Singh & Vives, 1984). The con-
sumer maximises her consumer surplus 
(Uðq, sÞ − pq), yielding the following inverse 
demand function

p ¼ h − cqþ as (2) 

where, h > 0 is the maximum willingness to pay, 
c > 0 denotes the slope of the inverse demand 
curve, (2) indicates that as consumers learn that the 
firm undertakes an abatement effort, their max-
imum willingness to pay increases from h to hþ as:

Studies on the impact of environmentally friendly 
products and efforts on consumers’ willingness to 
pay have been examined both empirically and ana-
lytically. See Smith and Paladino (2010) and referen-
ces therein. The specification of the inverse demand 
curve in (2) is also considered in Desai and 
Srinivasan (1995), Desai (2000), Tsay and Agrawal 
(2000), Azevedo et al. (2011), Dan et al. (2012), Li 
et al. (2019), as well as in Jena et al. (2018); Wu 
et al. (2019).

3.3. The government’s policy

The government sets a specific environmental pol-
icy. We consider four forms of regulation, namely, 
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aggregate tax and subsidy policies, binding emis-
sions standard and a cap-and-trade policy. We dis-
cuss the tax policy in this section, while the other 
policies are described in later sections.

Under the tax policy, the government imposes an 
aggregate fee t � 0 on net emissions. t> 0, indicates 
that the government imposes a tax on each unit of 
pollution that is not abated. In our model, t is 
endogenously chosen by the government. When the 
firm abates equal to its initial emissions, it does not 
incur a tax.

3.4. The cost structure and profit function of the 
firm

Abatement effort is costly for the firm. We assume 
that the cost of abatement is increasing at an 
increasing rate in the level of abatement effort that 
is if CðsÞ represents the cost of abatement effort, 
then @CðsÞ

@s
> 0 and @

2CðsÞ
@s2 > 0: To represent the con-

vex, increasing function, we consider the cost 

function as CðsÞ ¼ 1
2 bs2, where, b > 0 denotes the 

coefficient of investment of abatement effort. The 
convex cost function is not restrictive and is a com-
mon assumption in literature (Bhaskaran & 
Krishnan, 2009; Banker et al., 1998; Hosseini- 
Motlagh et al., 2021; Savaskan & Van Wassenhove, 
2006), which considers that abatement efforts are 
expensive to implement. b can also be interpreted as 
a measure of inefficiency of the abatement invest-
ment. Higher the inefficiency, higher the cost of 
abatement. In addition, the firm incurs a marginal 
cost of production, given by c> 0. Thus, under the 
tax policy, when an aggregate tax t is imposed on 
the firm, the profit of the firm is given by

p ¼ ðp − cÞq −
1
2
bs2 − tðeq − sÞ

s:t:
0 � s � eq

(3) 

where, ðeq − sÞ denotes the net emissions. Net emis-
sions can be interpreted as follows – at the extreme, 

Table 1. Carbon tax and subsidy literature.
(a) Carbon Tax Literature; TPT: Two-Part Tariff, MTP: Minimise total pollution, CS: Cost Sharing, RS: Revenue Sharing

Articles Social Optimal Policies Govt’s Obj. Contract Compar. of Policies

Carbon Tax
Caro et al. (2013); Hu & Zhou (2014); Chen & Hao (2015) � Carbon Tax � � �

Mahmoudi et al. (2014) � Joint carbon Tax & subsidy MTP � �

Yonghong & Zhongkai (2015) � Carbon Tax � TPT �

Yang, Luo, et al. (2017); Li et al. (2018) � Carbon Tax � RS �
Yang & Chen (2018) � Carbon Tax � RS & CS �

(b) Carbon Subsidy Literature; SW: Social Welfare, CS: Cost Sharing

Carbon Subsidy
Ma et al. (2013); Li et al. (2014) � Carbon Subsidy � � �

Chen et al. (2019) � Carbon Subsidy SW � �

Bao et al. (2020) � Carbon Subsidy � CS �

Table 2. Cap and trade literature.
Articles Social optimal Policies Govt’s Obj. Contract Compar. of policies

Cap-and-Trade
Du et al. (2015); Ji et al. (2017) � Cap-and-Trade � � �
Dong et al. (2016) � Cap-and-Trade � RS, BB & TPT �

Yang, Zhang, et al. (2017) � Cap-and-Trade � RS �

He et al. (2017) � Cap-and-Trade SW � �

Xu et al. (2017) � Cap-and-Trade � CS �
Bai et al. (2017) � Cap-and-Trade � RIS & TPT �

Bai et al. (2018) � Cap-and-Trade � RIS �

Ji et al. (2020) � Cap-and-Trade SW RS �

Kuiti et al. (2020) � Cap-and-Trade � CS, ES & TPT �
Wang et al. (2020) � Cap-and-Trade � TWCS �

RS: Revenue Sharing, BB: Buyback, TPT: Two-Part Tariff, SW: Social Welfare, CS: Cost Sharing, RIS: Revenue & Investment Sharing, ES: Effort Sharing, 
TWCS: Two Way Cost Sharing.

Table 3. Literature comparing environmental policies.
Combination of policies

Nault (1996) � Carbon Tax & Subsidy � � ✓

Zhang & Xu (2013) � Carbon Tax & Cap-and-Trade � � ✓
Yang et al. (2014) � Carbon Tax, Cap-and-Trade and Carbon  

tax with carbon quota
� � ✓

Hafezalkotob (2015) � Government Tariff acts as tax if positive  
& act as subsidy if negative

MTP, RSP &  
Combination of both

� ✓

Chen et al. (2016) � Cap & Cap-and-Trade � � ✓

Liu et al. (2015); Cheng, Ji, et al. (2022) � Carbon Tax, Carbon Cap � � ✓

Yang & Xu (2023) � Carbon Tax, Carbon Cap & Cap-and-Trade � � ✓

Our Paper ✓ Carbon Tax, Carbon subsidy, Binding Emission  
& Cap-and-Trade

SW MPT ✓

MTP: Minimise total pollution, RSP: Revenue Seeking Policy, SW: Social Welfare, MPT: Multi-Part Tariff.
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when s¼ 0, the firm’s net emissions remain the 
same as initial emissions; when s ¼ eq, the firm 
abates exactly equal to its initial emissions; whereas, 
for s < eq, the firm underabates. Thus, tðeq − sÞ >

0, results in a net tax outlay for the firm.

3.5. Environmental damage and social welfare

Emissions lead to environmental damage (ED). We 
assume that the total environmental damage is 
increasing at an increasing rate in the quantity of 
net emissions, that is, @ED

@ðeq−sÞ
> 0 and @2ED

@ðeq−sÞ
2 > 0:

The above assumes that pollution damage leads to 
tangible losses and represents the notion of climate 
change that “a double increase in GHG emissions 
more than doubles the environmental damage costs” 
(Richard, 1995; Tahvonen, 1995). Environmental 
studies have highlighted that rise in GHG emissions 
and global temperature may not only lead to the 
world crossing several tipping points in the climate 
system but the impact of such warming on natural 
environment and economies could be severe (Stern, 
2008). To reflect this damage, we therefore, consider 
the environmental damage function to be given by

ED ¼
d
2
ðeq − sÞ

2 where; s � eq (4) 

Here, d> 0, denotes the environmental damage 
coefficient of the firm’s emissions. The environmen-
tal damage function indicates that not just emis-
sions, but marginal emissions are increasing in the 
amount of net emissions.

Lastly, the social welfare function is given by the 
combination of consumer surplus, firm’s profit, rev-
enue from the transfer and environmental damage, 
and is represented in Equation (5).

SW ¼ CSþ pþ tðeq − sÞ − ED

¼
1
2
cq2 þ ðp − cÞq −

1
2
bs2 −

d
2
ðeq − sÞ

2 (5) 

where, s � eq, CS ¼ 1
2 cq2: Note that the social wel-

fare function includes the objectives of all the stake-
holders – consumers surplus measuring the gains to 
the consumers, profit measuring the gains to the 
firm, the government’s revenue from the tax transfer 
by the firm, as well as the reduction in overall wel-
fare gains due to the negative environmental dam-
age. The environmental damage is subtracted 
indicating that production activity generates a nega-
tive externality in the form of environmental dam-
age which lowers the overall welfare. The expression 
of social welfare in Equation (5) is identical to that 
observed in the literature (see for e.g., Jacobs & 
Subramanian, 2012; Pal & Saha, 2014, 2015; Shao 
et al., 2017). Note that the tax penalty is essentially 
a transfer between the firm and the government.

Table 4 provides all the notations used in our 
model. All proofs are presented in the Appendix. 
Under the parametric conditions outlined in the 
Appendix, all our equilibrium solutions are positive.

3.6. The social optimum

As a benchmark scenario, we evaluate the first-best or 
the socially optimal level of production and the level 
of abatement. Our objective here is to understand how 
do the decentralised regulatory frameworks (considering 
aggregate tax, subsidy, emissions standard, or a cap- 
and-trade system) compare to the socially optimal out-
come? More importantly, we are interested in under-
standing which of the regulatory frameworks yields the 
socially optimal outcome? Furthermore, if these regula-
tory frameworks cannot implement the socially opti-
mal outcome, then are there hybrid options which 
achieve the social optimal? We discuss these in detail 
in subsequent sections. We present the optimal solu-
tions, namely the optimal output, abatement effort, net 
emissions, and the social welfare under the social opti-
mum (SO) in Table 5.

The above is obtained by solving Equation (5) for 
optimal q and s. From Table 5, note that @qSO

@d ¼

− ðh−cÞða−ebÞ2

ðDþdD2−ðbþdÞcÞ2
< 0: Thus, the socially optimal out-

put is decreasing in the environmental damage par-
ameter d. This follows by observing that the total 
environmental damage increases as output increases, 
given a level of abatement. This in turn lowers the 

Table 4. Model notations.
Notation Description

a Consumer’s sensitivity to abatement effort
b Coefficient of Investment of abatement effort
c Coefficient of the inverse demand curve
h Consumer’s maximum willingness to pay
c Marginal cost of production of the firm
d Environmental damage coefficient of the firm’s emissions
e Firm’s initial emission rate
q Production quantity of the firm
p Selling price of the firm
s Abatement effort of the firm
t Government’s per unit tax
s Government’s per unit subsidy
�e Binding emissions standard
g Per unit price of permits
X Number of permits
ED Environmental damage caused by firm’s emissions
CS Consumer Surplus
p Profit of the Firm
SW Social Welfare

Table 5. Optimal solutions under the social optimum for 
the two cases.
Outcomes Optimal values with s ¼ eq Optimal values with s < eq
qSO 1

ðD2−cÞ
ðh − cÞ ðbþdÞ

DþdD2−ðbþdÞc ðh − cÞ

sSO e
ðD2−cÞ

ðh − cÞ ðaþedÞ
DþdD2−ðbþdÞc ðh − cÞ

ðeq − sÞ
SO 0 ðeb−aÞ

DþdD2−ðbþdÞc ðh − cÞ

SWSO 1
2ðD2−cÞ

ðh − cÞ2 ðbþdÞ
2ðDþdD2−ðbþdÞcÞ ðh − cÞ2
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social welfare. Therefore, as d increases, to lower the 
environmental damage, the socially optimal output 
decreases.

A similar pattern occurs when we evaluate the 
change in abatement with respect to d. Formally, 
@sSO

@d ¼ − ðh−cÞðeb−aÞðea−cÞ

ðDþdD2−ðbþdÞcÞ2
< 0 as e > 3c

a
> 2a

b 
is always 

satisfied in our model (please see the Appendix for 
details). Essentially, as the degree of environmental 
damage increases, more abatement is costly. Next, 
we ask what regulatory policies can the government 
use to implement the socially optimal outcome and 
investigate if there is an equivalence between them. 
We consider the four commonly observed policies.

4. Environmental policies

4.1. Model 1: Aggregate tax policy

We begin the study of government regulations by con-
sidering an environmental tax policy and analyze the 
following two-stage game between the government 
and the firm: In Stage 1, the government decides the 
aggregate tax t to maximise social welfare SW. 
Thereafter, in Stage 2 the firm observes t, and then 
chooses ðq, sÞ to maximise its profit. Demand is real-
ised and tax is accrued. Figure 1 represents the time-
line of decisions. The aggregate tax model is given by

max
t

SW ¼ Pþ CSþ tðeq − sÞ −
d
2
ðeq − sÞ

2, (6) 

maxðq, sÞP ¼ ðp − cÞq −
1
2
bs2 − tðeq − sÞ:

s:t:
0 � s � eq

(7) 

We solve the Stackelberg game backwards and 
compute the sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium. 
The equilibrium tax on net emissions chosen by the 
government, the production quantity and abatement 
effort chosen by the firm, the net emissions, profit 
and social welfare are given in Table 6.

The aggregate tax t� increases with an increase in 
the coefficient of the environmental damage 
(@t�
@d > 0), indicating that polluting firms with higher 

environmental damage face higher tax outlays. We 
next show how the abatement effort changes as the 
environmental damage coefficient d changes.

Remark 1. (Impact of environmental damage on 
the abatement effort): The equilibrium abatement 
effort s� decreases with an increase in the coefficient 
of the environmental damage; i.e., @s�

@d < 0:
Remark 1 shows that as the coefficient of envir-

onmental damage d increases, a polluting firm will 
not necessarily increase its abatement effort under 
the policymaker’s taxation policy. Contrary to 
expectations, the profit maximising firm, reduces its 
abatement effort. This is observed in practice. The 
Environmental Protection Agency’s proposed regula-
tions for model year 2027 to control nitrogen oxide 
emissions from commercial trucks and buses in the 
US, led the Owner-Operator Independent Drivers 
Association and the Truck & Engine Manufacturers 
Association to remark that such regulations would 
raise the cost of new technology for existing vehicles 
and most manufacturers would not be able to pro-
duce a complying product.17

4.2. Model 2: Aggregate subsidy policy 

We next consider an aggregate subsidy policy where 
the government provides a subsidy (s) to the firm in 
the form of a transfer payment for the abatement 
effort of the firm. The subsidy model is given by

max
s

SW ¼ Pþ CS − ss −
d
2
ðeq − sÞ

2 (8) 

maxðq, sÞP ¼ ðp − cÞq −
1
2
bs2 þ ss

s:t:
0 � s � eq

(9)  

The equilibrium subsidy chosen by the govern-
ment, the production quantity and abatement effort 
chosen by the firm, the net emissions, profit and 
social welfare are given in Table 7. 

Remark 2. (Impact of environmental damage on 
the abatement effort): When the government pro-
vides a subsidy for abatement, an increase in the 
environmental damage coefficient decreases the 
optimal abatement effort; i.e., @s0

@d < 0:
Surprisingly, even though the subsidy is provided 

for the abatement effort, when the environmental 
damage increases, the abatement effort decreases. 
The reason is that an increase in environmental 
damage and the abatement effort cost is not com-
mensurate with the subsidy received. For policy-
makers, the important lesson to draw is that 
subsidy’s impact to increase abatement is limited by 
the environmental damage caused by the polluting 
firm. Metcalf (2009) and Gugler et al. (2021) argue 
in this context that the ability of subsidies to achieve 
key policy goals by reducing pollution-emanating 
activities is limited and that it is better to adhere to 
other policy instruments to achieve environmental 

Figure 1. Timeline of decisions.
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goals. We analytically demonstrate the limitations of 
subsidy policy. 

From a similar observation in the tax policy case 
(Remark 1), we infer that an individual policy 
instrument is limited by the degree of environmen-
tal damage. If the objective of the policymaker is to 
increase pollution abatement, a combination of pol-
icy regimes may result in better outcomes. We dis-
cuss one such hybrid policy instrument in §5.1. 

4.3. Model 3: Binding limits on aggregate 
emissions policy 

In this section, we consider a policy option, in which 
the government decides on a binding emissions 
standard, �e: The European Union (EU) adopted bind-
ing annual emission targets in 2018 for its member 
states and sectors, such as, transport, buildings, agri-
culture etc.18 The policy reflects an administrative 
mandate that the firm has to achieve necessarily. The 
two-stage game between the government and the firm 
is as follows: Stage 1 : The government chooses the 
binding emissions standard �e to maximise social wel-
fare. Stage 2 : The firm observes �e and then chooses 
the output to maximise its profit. 

Before we solve the game, note that since there is 
a binding limit on emissions, it follows that the firm 
will abate exactly s ¼ eq − �e units of emissions. This 
implies that the profit of the firm and the social 
welfare function are given as,

P ¼ ðp − cÞq −
1
2
bs2

¼ h − cqþ aðeq − �eÞ − c
� �

q −
1
2
bðeq − �eÞ2 (10) 

SW ¼ CSþP − ED

¼
1
2
cq2 þ h − cqþ aðeq − �eÞ − c

� �
q

−
1
2
bðeq − �eÞ2 −

d
2

�e2: (11)  

We denote the equilibrium output, abatement 
effort, and social welfare using the notations �q, �s, 
and SW , respectively (Table 8). We present the 
comparative results in §4.5. 

4.4. Model 4: The cap and trade policy 

We discuss a commonly observed policy that is 
enforced in several geographies, namely, the cap- 
and-trade policy. Several local and national trading 
schemes have been implemented worldwide, for 
example, the Alberta Carbon Competitiveness 
Incentive Regulation, Beijing ETS, California ETS, 
EU ETS, Tokyo cap-and-trade system and several 
others (Stavins, 2020). The cap-and-trade policy is 
market driven (Mills et al., 2015; Stavins, 2008), that 
is designed with the objective of reducing carbon 
emissions and unlike the case of a pure taxation or 
subsidy policy, is both rewarding and penalising in 
nature. 

In the cap-and-trade system we consider, a cap 
on the aggregate emissions is set exogenously, 
denoted by X. If the firm pollutes more than the 
total number of permits it has, then it has to buy 
more permits. Analogously, if it abates more and its 
emissions are lower than the cap, then the firm can 
sell the excess permits. Our model assumes that the 
firm can purchase or sell credits from the carbon 

Table 6. Equilibrium solutions for Model 1 – the aggregate tax policy.
Outcomes Optimal values with s ¼ eq Optimal values with s < eq
t� −− 1

D1
ðeb − aÞðdD2 − bcÞðh − cÞ

q� 1
D2
ðh − cÞ D2

D1
ðbþ dÞðh − cÞ

s� e
D2
ðh − cÞ 1

D1
ððaþ edÞD2 − ðeb − aÞcÞðh − cÞ

eq� − s� 0 1
D1
ðeb − aÞðD2 þ cÞðh − cÞ

P� 1
2D2
ðh − cÞ2 1

2D2
1
½D2

3d2 þ 2D2ðDcþ ðbc − a2ÞD2Þd

þbðDD2
2 þ ðeb − aÞ

2
c2Þ�ðh − cÞ2

SW� ðD2þcÞ

2D2
ðh − cÞ2 1

2D1
ðbþ dÞðcþ D2Þðh − cÞ2

Table 7. Equilibrium solutions for Model 2 – the aggregate subsidy policy.
Outcomes Optimal values with s ¼ eq Optimal values with s < eq
s
0 c

eðD2−cÞ
ðh − cÞ 1

D3
½abc − dðbe − aÞðae − 2c�ðh − cÞ

q
0 1

D2−c
ðh − cÞ 1

D3
½2bc − dðae − 2cÞ�ðh − cÞ

s
0 e

D2−c
ðh − cÞ 1

D3
½3ac − edðae − 2cÞ�ðh − cÞ

eq
0 − s

0

0 c
D3
ð2be − 3aÞðh − cÞ

P
0 D2

2ðD2−cÞ
2 ðh − cÞ2 1

2D2
3
½bc2ð4Dþ a2Þ þ ðae − 2cÞ

2
D2d2

−2cðae − 2cÞð2Dþ aðeb − aÞÞd�ðh − cÞ2

SW
0 1

2ðD2−cÞ
ðh − cÞ2 1

2D3
½3bcþ dð3c − be2Þ�ðh − cÞ2
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market. Under such a policy, the profit of the firm 
is given by

P ¼ ðp − cÞq −
1
2
bs2 þ g X − ðeq − sÞ

� �

¼ ðh − cqþ as − cÞq −
1
2
bs2 þ g X − ðeq − sÞ

� �

(12)  

In (12), the first two terms denote the revenue 
less cost of production and cost of abatement effort, 
while the third term denotes the cost (or revenue) 
from the purchase (or sale) of permits. If X >

ðeq − sÞ, then the firm sells the extra permits given 
by X − ðeq − sÞ: Similarly, if X < ðeq − sÞ, then the 
firm buys the extra permits. We take the per unit 
price of permits to be given by g. 

Our interest here is to derive the strategic deci-
sions of the firm in the presence of a cap-and-trade 
regulation and examine any equivalency between the 
cap-and-trade regulation and other policy instru-
ments. Under the cap-and-trade regulation, the opti-
mal values are given in Table 9. 

4.5. Comparative analysis 

We compare the various environmental policies out-
lined in the previous sections. Our primary out-
comes of interest across the various policies include 
the output produced, the abatement effort, and the 
social welfare. We begin with an equivalence result. 

Proposition 1. (Equivalence between binding 
emissions standard and aggregate tax policies) The 
output, abatement effort, and social welfare are iden-
tical under the binding emissions standard and aggre-
gate tax policy. 

An interesting insight is that the policymaker can 
achieve the same outcomes with respect to produc-
tion quantity, abatement and social welfare using 
either the instrument of an aggregate tax on net 
emissions or a binding emissions standard. 
Analytically, t¼ 0, makes the objective functions of 
the firm and the government identical in both mod-
els. See the equivalence between Equations (7) and 
(10), and Equations (6) and (11). As a result, there 
is a seamless transformation between the two policy 
regimes. Nationally binding standards have been 
debated and several countries have refrained from 
signing binding emission agreements in the past 
(Papadis & Tsatsaronis, 2020). We show in a 
straightforward analytical setting that a carbon pric-
ing policy, that is, carbon tax and binding emissions 
deliver the same outcomes. Furthermore, while the 
carbon tax is a revenue generating mechanism, 
binding emissions is a non-revenue generating 
instrument. Proponents of carbon pricing would 
note therefore, that from a policy perspective, even 
command-and-control mechanisms can yield out-
comes identical to that generated by pricing 
mechanisms. 

We now compare the equilibrium solutions 
between the tax and the subsidy models.  

Lemma 2. (Comparison of quantity and abate-
ment effort between the tax and subsidy models) 
There exist threshold levels of the damage coefficient 
d, such that

i. q� � q0 if d � dq
1 or d � dq

2, and q� < q0
otherwise,

ii. s� � s0 if d � ds
1 or d � ds

2, and s� < s0

otherwise,

where, the thresholds dj
i, i¼ 1, 2 and j 2 fq, sg are 

reported in the Appendix.

Table 8. Equilibrium solutions for Model 3 – the binding emissions standard.
Outcomes Equilibrium values

�e ðh−cÞ
D1
ðbe − aÞðD2 þ cÞ

�q D2
D1
ðh − cÞðbþ dÞ

�s 1
D1
ðh − cÞððaþ edÞD2 þ ða − beÞcÞ

e�q − �s
ðh−cÞ
D1
ðbe − aÞðD2 þ cÞ

�P 1
2D1

2 ½D2
3d2 þ 2D2ðDcþ ðbc − a2ÞD2Þd þ bðDD2

2 þ ða − beÞ2c2Þ�ðh − cÞ2

�SW 1
2D1
ðbþ dÞðcþ D2Þðh − cÞ2

Table 9. Optimal solutions for Model 4 – the cap and trade 
policy.
Outcomes Optimal values

qct 1
D
ðbðh − cÞ þ ða − beÞgÞ

sct 1
D
ðaðh − cÞ þ ð2c − aeÞgÞ

eqct − sct 1
D
½ðbe − aÞðh − cÞ − D2g�

Pct 1
2D
½bðh − cÞ2 þ D2g

2 þ 2ða − beÞgðh − cÞ þ 2DgX�

SWct 1
2D2 ½ðbðDþ bcÞ − dða − ebÞ2Þðh − cÞ2

þða2ðD2 þ cÞ − D2ðbcþ dD2Þ − 2bc2Þg2

þ2ða − ebÞðbc − dD2Þgðh − cÞ�
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Lemma 2 states that the equilibrium quantity and 
abatement effort under the tax model are greater 
than those under the subsidy model provided the 
environmental damage parameter d is lower than a 
threshold or if d is greater than a threshold. For 
intermediate values of d (that is, values of d between 
the thresholds), the equilibrium solutions under the 
subsidy model are greater than those under the tax 
model. When the environmental damage parameter 
is low, the government lowers the optimal tax. As a 
result, the firm abates more, thereby reducing the 
tax penalty. The benefit of reducing the tax penalty 
more than offsets the transfer from the government 
in the form of a subsidy payment leading to higher 
production quantity and abatement decisions.

Furthermore, when d is above a threshold, the 
government increases the optimal tax (in the tax 
policy) and lowers the optimal subsidy (in the sub-
sidy policy). Therefore, the firm has a greater incen-
tive to abate more in the tax policy. Consequently, 
the firm also produces more in the tax policy. For 
moderate values of d, the converse is true. Here, the 
benefit of receiving a subsidy transfer from the gov-
ernment more than offsets the reduction in tax pen-
alty due to the lowering of net emissions. As a 
result, production and abatement are higher in the 
subsidy regime.

Lemma 3. (Comparison of quantity and abate-
ment effort between the tax and cap and trade 
model) Comparing the equilibrium quantity and 
abatement effort under a tax policy with that under 
a cap and trade policy, we find that

i. q� � qct if g � t�, and q� < qct otherwise,
ii. s� � sct if g � t�, and s� < sct otherwise,

iii. Furthermore, the cap-and-trade model is 
equivalent to the aggregate tax model if the 
trading price (g) is equal to the optimal tax (t�) 
set by the government.

The intuition behind Lemma 3 is as follows. In 
the cap and trade model, the firm has to buy per-
mits (that is, equivalently pay a tax) of g per unit of 
net emissions over its cap. As a result, if the penalty 
t� is less than g, the firm produces more under a 
tax policy as compared to a cap and trade policy. 
Furthermore, to keep the penalty lower, the firm 
also abates more. On the other hand, when g ¼ t�, 
the penalty is the same in both regimes, leading to 
equivalence. Kaufman (2016) notes the debate on 
the preferred choice of carbon pricing policy (that 
is, the carbon tax or cap-and-trade policy), and con-
cludes that each has its own merit and depends on 
the design of the policy instrument. We demonstrate 

that the appropriate choice of tax or trading price 
creates equivalent outcomes in both these policies.

Lemmas 2 and 3 yield the following proposition.

Proposition 4. (Comparison between the four pol-
icies: quantity and abatement) Comparing the equi-
librium output and the abatement effort across the 
four policies, we have

i. q0 � q� ¼ �q � qct if dq
1 � d � dq

2 and g � t�,
ii. s0 � s� ¼ �s � sct if ds

1 � d � ds
2 and g � t�

Proposition 4 presents an ordering of the output 
and abatement efforts under the different policy 
choices. A key finding is that penalty or incentive 
schemes have the desired influence on a firm’s deci-
sions. Crucially, depending on the magnitude of the 
environmental damage parameter, the government 
can choose the appropriate policy instrument to 
yield higher abatement effort as well as output from 
the firm. While a multitude of policy instruments 
may appear to pose a complexity of choices, we 
show that ultimately the choice of the appropriate 
instrument lies along a continuum.

We next compare the social welfare under the 
tax, subsidy and binding emissions policies.

Proposition 5. (Social welfare comparison between 
tax, subsidy and binding emissions) The social wel-
fare under a subsidy policy is conditionally greater 
than the social welfare under a tax policy (equiva-
lently, binding emissions policy). Formally, there exist 
thresholds dsw

1 and dsw
2 , such that SW 0 � SW� ¼ SW 

if dsw
1 � d � dsw

2 , and SW� ¼ SW > SW 0 otherwise. 
The expressions dsw

1 and dsw
2 are reported in the 

Appendix. 
The intuition behind Proposition 5 follows from 

the fact that when the environmental damage par-
ameter d is lower than a threshold, or larger than a 
threshold, the output, as well as the abatement effort 
under a tax policy, is greater than that under a sub-
sidy policy. This leads to lower net emissions in the 
tax policy and thereby, lower environmental damage 
as well. Consequently, social welfare is also greater 
under the tax policy. For moderate values of d, the 
converse is true and social welfare under a subsidy 
policy is greater than that under a tax policy. 
Welfare comparison demonstrates clear choices for 
the policymaker under varying conditions of the 
environmental damage parameter. 

4.6. Numerical analysis 

Comparison of social welfare in the cap and trade 
policy poses some degree of analytical complexity 
and hence, we conduct a numerical analysis below. 
We assume the following values: h¼ 700, c¼ 20, 
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e¼ 10, a¼ 13, b¼ 16, c¼ 7, and g¼ 30 within the 
bounds of the problem parameters.19 Our observa-
tions are robust to changes in problem parameters. 
For brevity, we show one set of results below. 
Figures 2 and 3 show the welfare and profit plots 
respectively. Figure 2(a) shows the welfare compari-
son between tax, subsidy and social optimal values. 
Figure 2(b) shows the welfare comparison between 
cap and trade policy and social optimal values. 

4.6.1. Welfare comparison and the policymaker’s 
choice 
From Figure 2, we infer that the tax policy provides 
higher social welfare as d increases (above a thresh-
old), whereas, the subsidy policy provides higher 
social welfare when d is lower than the threshold 
(see Proposition 5). Interestingly, cap and trade pol-
icy never maximises social welfare (among the three 
policies), and hence, is also not the optimal choice 
for the government (Figure 2(b)). We conclude that 
the government’s preference for a policy depends on 
the impact of net emissions on the environment, 
and in particular on the environmental damage par-
ameter. Policymakers may be better off by adopting 
flexible policies that vary depending on the meas-
ures of environmental damage. Spearing (2021) 
argues that policymakers should intervene by way of 
taxes that drive firms towards environmental initia-
tives. We find, however, that the welfare outcomes 
of such an intervention may not necessarily be 
beneficial. The specific choice of a policy instrument 
is more nuanced. When the extent of environmental 
damage is below a certain threshold, the subsidy 
policy is the policymaker’s preferred instrument. 

4.6.2. Profit comparison and the firm’s preference 
To examine the firm’s preference, we present a plot 
of the firm’s profit under the various policies 
(Figure 3). In Figure 3(a), we plot the firm’s profit 
for different values of cap and trading price. We 

consider three scenarios, s1: g¼ 30, X¼ 1500; s2: 
g¼ 35, X¼ 1000 and s3: g¼ 40, X¼ 800. The three 
scenarios depict an increase in the permit market 
price and a tightening of the cap. Conversely, one 
could interpret that the trading price falls when the 
regulations (cap) are easened. We notice that the 
firm incurs higher profits when there is slack in 
the market cap (s1), whereas profits are lower when 
the cap is stringent (s2 and s3) (see Figure 3(a)). 

Figure 3(b–d) show the comparison of the firm’s 
profits under different policies. We observe that the 
firm incurs higher profits under the subsidy policy. 
However, under increasing environmental damage 
and slack market cap, the firm incurs higher profits 
under the cap and trade policy (Figure 3(b)). 

We find, therefore, that the subsidy transfer to 
the firm for its abatement efforts is the preferred 
policy for the firm (except under slack market cap). 
The firm’s resulting preference for a subsidy policy, 
thereby, leads to a preference convergence between 
the firm and the government, one where higher 
social welfare outcomes and higher profits for the 
manufacturer are observed. Our results explain why 
the electric vehicle manufacturers in Germany and 
the US have received significant subsidies to encour-
age them to invest in electric vehicles (equivalent to 
higher abatement effort) and in Shenzen, China 
where major bus operators were incentivised to 
transition to electric vehicles through annual subsi-
dies per vehicle.20

The debate on which carbon policy to adopt has 
been ongoing21 and proponents of each policy out-
line several pros and cons of each policy. We dem-
onstrate that there are outcome-based equivalencies 
in the policy continuum (vis-a-vis the abatement 
effort and production quantity). Additionally, social 
and profitability outcomes align, one that is prefer-
able to the social planner as well as the firm (that is, 
the carbon subsidy policy below a threshold of 
environmental damage). 

Figure 2. Social welfare comparison between the policies; h¼ 700, c¼ 20, e¼ 10, a¼ 13, b¼ 16, c¼ 7, g¼ 30. (a) Welfare 
comparison in tax, subsidy and social optimal cases. (b) Welfare comparison in cap and trade and social optimal cases
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Policymakers also argue for the development of 
hybrid policies that combine some of the benefits of 
existing policies, and provide flexibility in decision 
making for firms (Frank, 2014). We explore such a 
policy in our paper and show that it achieves 
socially optimal outcomes. 

5. Social optimality and contract 

In our analysis above, we have examined different 
policies. An immediate observation is that none of 
the four policies yields socially optimal outcomes, as 
private and social objectives differ (Figure 2). This 
naturally leads to the question – what contractual 
form can a social planner use to implement the socially 
optimal outcome? The question is particularly impor-
tant in the context of increasing attention being paid 
by policymakers to designing regulatory instruments 
to lower environmental damage. To answer this ques-
tion, we introduce a multi-part tariff contract and 
prove that it implements the first-best outcome. 

5.1. Multi-part tariff contract 

A multi-part tariff is a triplet ðtmt, smt , FmtÞ; where, 
tmt > 0 is a per unit tax (on net emissions), smt 2

½0, 1� is a subsidy to lower the cost of abatement for 

the firm, and Fmt > 0 is a lump-sum transfer fee. 
Subsidies and fee transfers have increasingly been 
adopted in electric vehicle manufacturing by the 
state and federal governments in the US.22 Fmt > 0 
implies that the firm receives a lump-sum transfer 
from the government. The triad of components is 
reflective of a flexible hybrid contract. 

Under the multi-part tariff contract, ðtmt, smt , FmtÞ, 
the profit function of the firm is given by

Pmt ¼ ðh − cqþ as − cÞq −
1
2
bsmts2 − tmtðeq − sÞ þ Fmt

s:t: Pmt � P�

(13) 

where P� is the profit that the firm earns under the 
tax policy.23 This constraint ensures that the firm 
does no worse (in the multi-part tariff contract) in 
comparison to the aggregate tax policy. We formal-
ise the optimal contract below.

Proposition 6. (The multi-part tariff contract:) 
The per-unit transfer fee t�mt, the cost sharing subsidy 
s�mt, and the lump-sum transfer fee F�mt in equilib-
rium, are given by

t�mt ¼
ðbe2 − c − aeÞd − bc
� �

ðh − cÞ
eD0

,

s�mt ¼ 1 −
cðd þ bÞ

ebðaþ edÞ
, F�mt ¼ P� − K, 

Figure 3. Profit comparison between the policies for parameter values h¼ 700, c¼ 20, e¼ 10, a¼ 13, b¼ 16, c¼ 7, s1: 
g¼ 30, X¼ 1500; s2: g¼ 35, X¼ 1000 and s3: g¼ 40, X¼ 800. (a) Firm’s profits in cap and trade policy in different scenarios. 
(b) Profits in tax, subsidy and cap and trade policy (s1). (c) Profits in tax, subsidy and cap and trade policy (s2). (d) Profits in 
tax, subsidy and cap and trade policy (s3).
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where K ¼ ðh − cqSO þ as SO − cÞqSO− 1
2 bs�mtðsSOÞ

2 

−t�mt ðeqSO − sSOÞ:

For the above contract parameters, the firm deliv-
ers socially optimal outcomes. When the environ-
mental damage parameter d is large, the 
government wishes to disincentive the firm from 
producing too large an output. Therefore, it imposes 
a per unit fee tmt > 0: The government also pro-
vides a cost-sharing subsidy smt to increase abate-
ment effort. Imposition of the tax tmt > 0, lowers 
the profit of the firm. To compensate for this and 
to ensure that the individual rationality constraint 
binds, the government gives a lump sum transfer fee 

Fmt > 0 to the firm. We conclude, therefore, that 
the triad of components in the contract, provides 
flexibility to the firm to undertake decisions that are 
equal to the first-best outcomes.

We show in Table 10 that under the triad of 
components in the multi-part tariff contract, the 
production quantity and abatement effort are equal 
to the socially optimal outcomes and the manufac-
turer’s profits are equal to his profits in the tax pol-
icy (observe from the tables that q ¼ qSO, s ¼ sSO 

and F�mt þ K ¼ P�).

6. Conclusion

The United Nations Climate Change Conference 
COP27 delivered a “package of decisions” designed 
to “cut greenhouse gases and adapt to the inevitable 
impacts of climate change”.24 Part of the agreements 
adopted at the conference highlight that transform-
ation to a low-carbon economy will require govern-
ment involvement as well as investments from 
stakeholders.25 It is expected, therefore, that strong 
environmental regulations be implemented in the 
forthcoming years. It is also imperative that clarity 
on the effectiveness of different environmental regu-
lations be developed for both policymakers and 
firms to understand the right regulatory policies to 
choose. This paper attempts to draw insights into 
the effectiveness of four commonly observed poli-
cies. We make the following observations.

6.1. Insights for practice

We find that the aÞ policy instruments of taxation 
and binding emissions are equivalent to each other. 
Therefore, from a welfare viewpoint, the policy-
maker derives the same outcomes. bÞ In contrast to 
the expectation that a firm will abate more when 
the degree of environmental damage increases, we 
find that the opposite holds true. Under both a tax 
as well as a subsidy policy, the optimal abatement 
effort decreases as the degree of environmental 
damage increases. Policymakers would note, there-
fore, that a wholesome increase in penalty or reward 
would not result in a greater reduction in carbon 
emissions. The reaction of the Owner-Operator 

Table 10. Comparison of production quantity and abate-
ment effort decisions in the multi-part tariff contract with 
the socially optimal outcomes and firm’s profit in the tax 
policy; parameter values h¼ 700, c¼ 20, d¼ 0.083–0.0845, 
e¼ 10, a¼ 13, b¼ 16, c¼ 7; observe that q ¼ qSO, s ¼ sSO 
and F�mt þ K ¼ P�:

(a) Equilibrium values in the multi-part tariff contract

t�mt s�mt F�mt K q s

11.70 0.95 8078.85 58261.74 199.57 171.61
11.85 0.95 8040.56 57979.31 199.08 171.20
12.00 0.95 8002.53 57698.94 198.59 170.80
12.15 0.95 7964.76 57420.61 198.11 170.39
12.31 0.95 7927.25 57144.31 197.63 169.99
12.45 0.95 7889.99 56870.01 197.15 169.59
12.60 0.95 7852.99 56597.70 196.67 169.19
12.75 0.95 7816.23 56327.35 196.20 168.79
12.90 0.95 7779.72 56058.96 195.73 168.40
13.05 0.95 7743.46 55792.49 195.26 168.01
13.19 0.95 7707.44 55527.93 194.79 167.61
13.34 0.95 7671.66 55265.27 194.33 167.23
13.48 0.95 7636.13 55004.48 193.86 166.84
13.62 0.95 7600.82 54745.55 193.40 166.45
13.77 0.95 7565.76 54488.45 192.94 166.07
13.91 0.95 7530.92 54233.18 192.49 165.69

(b) Socially optimal outcomes and firm’s profit in the tax policy

qSO sSO P�

199.57 171.61 66340.59
199.08 171.20 66019.87
198.59 170.80 65701.47
198.11 170.39 65385.37
197.63 169.99 65071.56
197.15 169.59 24006.45
196.67 169.19 23875.78
196.20 168.79 23757.58
195.73 168.40 23650.80
195.26 168.01 23554.24
194.79 167.61 23466.71
194.33 167.23 23387.16
193.86 166.84 23314.65
193.40 166.45 23248.33
192.94 166.07 23187.50
192.49 165.69 23131.53

Table 11. Welfare comparison and the policymaker’s preference, numerical comparison.
Environmental damage Social welfare Policymaker’s preference

Below a threshold Highest under the subsidy policy Subsidy policy
Above a threshold Highest under the tax/binding emissions policy Tax or binding emissions policy

Table 12. Profit comparison and the firm’s policy preference, numerical comparison.
Environmental damage Profit Firm’s preference

Low-high Highest under the subsidy policy Subsidy policy
High Highest under the cap and trade policy (conditionally when the cap is lenient) Cap and trade policy
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Independent Drivers Association (in the example 
cited previously) to a regulation change in the US 
can be explained from this observation. Rather, 
hybrid policies will enhance pollution abatement 
efforts. cÞ The tax and subsidy policy comparison 
shows that the choice of policy instrument depends 
on the magnitude of the environmental damage par-
ameter. The highest welfare is attributed to the tax 
or subsidy policy under varying conditions of envir-
onmental damage. Interestingly, cap and trade pol-
icy never yields the highest social welfare. dÞ
Additionally, from a profitability standpoint, the 
subsidy policy is preferred by the firm. Therefore, 
the policy choice of a firm aligns with that of the 
policymaker. Tables 11 and 12 summarise the pref-
erences of the policymaker and the firm. Our results 
show that managers will be better off in a subsidy 
policy when the environmental damage from emis-
sions is below a threshold. The result explains why 
subsidy grants in the US and EU have prompted 
large investments in green technologies, batteries, 
hydrogen, solar panels, wind turbines, and decar-
bonisation of steel manufacturing among others.26

Our results also demonstrate that when the degree 
of environmental damage increases, then a cap-and- 
trade system (albeit under a lenient market cap) 
benefits the manufacturer. The result paradoxically 
explains why some of the most polluting indus-
tries—oil and gas, cement and aluminium have 
benefited from cap and trade systems in part 
because carbon offset systems have been eased.27

f Þ Lastly, policymakers would note that a triplet 
of transfer fee, cost sharing subsidy and lump-sum 
pay can achieve socially optimal outcomes. Such a 
contract also ensures that the firm is no worse off 
than the tax policy. Hybrid policies that combine 
the advantages of different policies are increasingly 
gaining traction in policy formulation (Goulder & 
Schein, 2009, 2013).28 van den Bergh et al. (2021) 
suggest that integrating the positive attributes of a 
carbon tax, subsidy and a carbon market may likely 
have international acceptance and strengthen carbon 
mitigation. We analytically characterise such a con-
tract that benefits both the firm and the 
policymaker.

6.2. Managerial insights

Our analysis obtains nuanced findings on the rank-
ings of the four policies. Crucially, the degree of 
environmental damage is a critical factor influencing 
a firm’s decision of production and abatement. For 
lower thresholds of environmental damage, a sub-
sidy policy yields the highest profit to the firm. 
However, under increasing environmental damage 
and a slack market cap, a cap-and-trade policy is 

most preferred by the firm. Thus, a firm’s profit and 
therefore incentives to invest in abatement technolo-
gies are dependent on the regulatory regime that it 
is operating under. Furthermore, managers may 
note that pricing instruments such as a tax on pro-
duction emissions do not always lead to an increase 
in abatement effort in order to mitigate the penalty. 
This decision depends on the threshold of the 
degree of environmental damage.

6.3. Future research directions

This paper presents an integrated model of policy 
choices–firm’s decisions–and consumer characteris-
tics that can be extended further to different supply 
chain structures. Specifically, models considering 
supplier and manufacturer entities where both or 
either face environmental regulations would be 
interesting to analyze. Another extension could be 
an analysis of environmental policies considering 
competing firms, with different production technol-
ogies or cost structures of abatement.

Our comparative models of regulatory instru-
ments do not consider monitoring and auditing 
costs. These may further influence the policy choices 
of the regulator. Models that include these cost 
structures may help draw additional insights into 
policy decisions. Although debates are likely to con-
tinue on the relative merits of different carbon pol-
icy options, our study makes an attempt to 
contribute to the ongoing discourse. The present 
research work aims to build a platform for examin-
ing regulatory instruments and their effectiveness in 
reducing climate change.
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Appendix. Proofs

For the existence of feasible solutions and to ensure that 
the equilibrium outcomes are positive, we assume the 
following: For Models 1 − 4 and the multi-part tariff 
contract, we assume the following parametric conditions: 
e > 3c

a
, g � g0 and d1 < d < Minðd2, d3Þ, where, g0 ¼

ðbe−aÞðh−cÞ
D2

, d1 ¼
bc

D2
, d2 ¼

abc

ðeb−aÞðea−2cÞ
and d3 ¼

bðDþbcÞðh−cÞ2þða2ðD2þcÞ−bcD2Þg
2þ2bgcða−ebÞðh−cÞ

ðða−ebÞðh−cÞþD2gÞ
2 :

Additional notations in the analysis are provided 
below. The notations are positive under the parametric 
assumptions above: D ¼ 2bc − a2, D1 ¼ ðd þ bÞD2

2 − 
ða − beÞ2ðD2 þ cÞ, D2 ¼ be2 − 2aeþ 2c, and D3 ¼ ð2D − 
a2Þcþ ðae − 2cÞ

2d:

Derivation of the socially optimal outcomes

The proof of case s ¼ eq, is straightforward and omitted 
for brevity.

For s < eq, differentiating Equation (5) w.r.t. q and s, 
the first order conditions are given by
@SW
@q
¼ −c − qcþ hþ asþ deð−eqþ sÞ ¼ 0 and

@SW
@s
¼ qðdeþ aÞ − ðd þ bÞs ¼ 0

(A1) 

The second-order conditions are @2SW
@q2 ¼ −ðcþ de2Þ <

0, @2SW
@s2 ¼ −ðbþ dÞ < 0, @2SW

@q@s ¼ aþ de > 0, and @2SW
@q2

� �

@2SW
@s2

� �

− @2SW
@q@s

� �2
¼ ðbþ dÞðc þ de2Þ − ðaþ deÞ2 ¼ Dþ

dD2 − ðbþ dÞc > 0: Solving the first order conditions, we 
get,

qSO ¼
ðbþ dÞðh − cÞ

Dþ dD2 − ðbþ dÞc
, sSO ¼

ðaþ deÞðh − cÞ
Dþ dD2 − ðbþ dÞc

:

(A2) 
Substituting the optimal qSO, sSO from (A2) into 

Equations (4) and (5), we have the environmental dam-
age, and social welfare as

EDSO ¼
dða − beÞ2ðh − cÞ2

2 ðDþ dD2 − ðbþ dÞcð Þ
2 , (A3) 

SWSO ¼
ðbþ dÞðh − cÞ2

2 Dþ dD2 − ðbþ dÞcð Þ
: (A4) 

Aggregate tax policy

We first begin with the proof for the case s ¼ eq:
Substituting s ¼ eq in the profit function, then the prob-
lem becomes

P ¼ ðh − cþ ðae − cÞÞq −
1
2
be2q2 

The first and second order conditions are given by  

@P

@q
¼ −D2qþ h − c ¼ 0, and

@2P

@q2 ¼ −D2 � 0:

Hence the profit function is concave at the optimum 
value of q ¼ q�: Solving first order equation, the optimum 
value is q� ¼ h−c

D2
: The expressions for equilibrium abate-

ment effort, net emissions, profit and social welfare follow 
by substituting the equilibrium values of q�:

For s < eq, the first-order necessary conditions for the 
firm’s problem is given by  

@P

@q
¼ −2cqþ asþ h − c ¼ 0,

and
@P

@s
¼ aq − bsþ t ¼ 0,

(A5) 

The second-order conditions are given by @2P
@q2 ¼

−2c < 0, @2P
@s2 ¼ −b < 0, and @2P

@q@s ¼ a: Therefore, the 
determinant of the Hessian is given by 2bc − a2 ¼ D > 0, 
and the firm’s profit function is jointly concave in q and 
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s. Solving the first order conditions, we get,
qðtÞ ¼

1
D
ða − beÞt þ bðh − cÞ½ � and

sðtÞ ¼
1
D
ð2c − aeÞt þ aðh − cÞ½ �:

(A6) 

Substituting (A6) in (6), the first-order necessary con-
dition with respect to t is  

@SW
@t
¼

1
D2 −D1t þ ða − beÞðbc − dD2Þ½ � ¼ 0 (A7) 

The second-order condition is @2SW
@t2 ¼ − D1

D2
< 0: From 

(A7), the optimal tax is given by
t� ¼

1
D1
ða − beÞðbc − dD2Þðh − cÞ: (A8) 

Substituting the optimal t� in (A6), we get, q� ¼
1
D1
ðdþ bÞD2ðh − cÞ and s� ¼ 1

D1
½ðaþ edÞD2 − ðbe − 

aÞc�ðh − cÞ: The expressions for equilibrium net emissions 
and social welfare follow by substituting the equilibrium 
values of t�, q�, and s�:

Proof of Remark 1 Differentiating s� with respect to d, 
we get,  

@s�

@d
¼ −

D2

D2
1
ðD2 þ cÞðae − 2cÞðeb − aÞðh − cÞ < 0: (A9)  

Aggregate subsidy policy 

The Lagrangian function for manufacturers’ profit func-
tion is given by

L ¼ ðh − cqþ as − cÞq −
1
2
bs2 þ ss − kðs − eqÞ (A10)  

The KKT conditions are  

@L
@q
¼ −2cqþ asþ h − cþ ek ¼ 0,

@L
@s
¼ aq − bsþ s − k ¼ 0

(A11) 
kðs − eqÞ ¼ 0, k � 0 and s � eq (A12)  

Case 1: k 6¼ 0 i:e:, s ¼ eq 
After substituting s ¼ eq in KKT conditions, and solving 
the equations, we get,  

q ¼
1
D2
ðesþ h − cÞ;

k ¼
1
D2
ðð2c − aeÞsþ ða − ebÞðh − cÞÞ and

s ¼
e
D2
ðesþ h − cÞ

(A13)  

After substituting the above values in Equation (8), the 
first order condition of social welfare with respect to sub-
sidy s is

@SW
@s
¼ −eðD2 − cÞsþ cðh − cÞ ¼ 0 (A14)  

The second-order condition is @2SW
@s2 ¼ −eðD2 − cÞ < 0:

From (A14), the optimal subsidy is given by  

s0 ¼
c

eðD2 − cÞ
ðh − cÞ: (A15)  

Substituting the optimal s0 in (A13), we have the opti-
mal solution for output and abatement effort, social wel-
fare as given in Table 7. 

Case 2: k 5 0 i:e:, s < eq 
After substituting k¼ 0 in KKT conditions and solving 
the equations, we get,

q ¼
1
D
ðasþ bðh − cÞÞ and s ¼

e
D
ðaðh − cÞ þ 2csÞ

(A16)  
After substituting the above values in Equation (8), the 

first-order condition of social welfare with respect to sub-
sidy s is  

@SW
@s
¼ −D3sþ ðabc − dðeb − aÞðae − 2cÞÞðh − cÞ ¼ 0

(A17)  
The second-order condition is @2SW

@s2 ¼ − D3
D2 < 0: From 

(A17), the optimal subsidy is given by  

s0 ¼
ðabc − dðeb − aÞðae − 2cÞÞ

D3
ðh − cÞ: (A18)  

Substituting the optimal s0 in (A16), we have the opti-
mal solution for output and abatement effort, social wel-
fare as given in Table 7. 

Proof of Remark 2 Differentiating s0 with respect to d, 
we get,  

@s0

@d
¼ −

e
D3
ðae − 2cÞðh − cÞ −

1
D2

3
3ae − edðae − 2cÞÞðae − 2c½ �ðh − cÞ

¼ −
2
D2

3
ðae − 2cÞð2eb − 3aÞðh − cÞ < 0:

Binding limits on aggregate emissions policy 

The first-order condition for the firm’s problem is  

@P

@q
¼ 2ðae − cÞ − be2� �

qþ h − c − ða − beÞ�e ¼ 0:

(A19)  
The second-order condition is @2P

@q2 ¼ ½2ðae − cÞ − 
be2� ¼ −D2 < 0: Therefore, the firm’s profit function is 
concave in q and the second stage optimal value of the 
order quantity is given by  

qð�eÞ ¼
1
D2
ðh − cÞ − ða − beÞ�e½ �: (A20)  

Moving to stage one, the first-order condition of the 
government’s problem is given by  

@SW
@�e
¼

1
D2

2
−D1�e − ða − beÞðcþ D2Þðh − cÞ½ � ¼ 0: (A21)  

The second-order condition is given by @2SW
@�e2 ¼ − D2

1
D2

2
<

0: Hence the social welfare function is negative definite 
with respect to the binding emissions standard �e, and 
hence concave at the optimal value of �e: From (A21), we 
have the optimal emissions standard given as �e ¼
1
D1
ðbe − aÞðD2 þ cÞðh − cÞ which is positive for e > a

b
:

Substituting the optimal solution for �e into (A20), we 
have the optimal �q ¼ D2

D1
ðh − cÞðbþ dÞ: The other optimal 

solutions follow directly by substitution into the inverse 
demand curve and the social welfare function. 

Cap and trade policy 

Differentiating (12) with respect to q and s, the first order 
conditions are given by
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@P

@q
¼ −2cqþ asþ h − c − ge ¼ 0 and

@P

@s
¼ aq − bsþ g ¼ 0:

(A22)  

The second-order conditions are given by @2P
@q2 ¼

−2c < 0, @2P
@s2 ¼ −b < 0, @2P

@q@s ¼ a > 0: Therefore, the 
determinant of the Hessian matrix is given by 2bc − a2 ¼

D > 0 by our assumption. Hence, the Hessian matrix is 
negative definite, implying that the firm’s profit function 
is jointly concave in q and s. Solving the first-order con-
ditions, we get

qct ¼
1
D

bðh − cÞ þ ða − ebÞg½ �,

sct ¼
1
D

aðh − cÞ þ ð2c − aeÞg½ �

(A23)  

After substituting these optimal values in the profit 
function ð12Þ, the profit function becomes pct 

¼ 1
2D

bðh − cÞ2 þ D2g
2 þ 2ða − beÞgðh − cÞ þ 2DgX

� �
:

The corresponding social welfare function under 
cap-and-trade policy is given by SWct ¼ 1

2D2 ½ðbðDþ

bcÞ −dða − bcÞ
2
Þðh − cÞ2 þ ða2c − D2ðbcþ dD2 − 

a2ÞÞg2 þ 2ða − ebÞðbc − dD2Þgðh − cÞ�:

Proof of Proposition 1 The proof follows from com-
paring the equilibrium values for the tax and binding 
emission models in Tables 6 and 8.  

Proof of Lemma 2 Note that,
QC ¼ q� − q0 ¼

eðh − cÞ
D1D3

½ðae − 2cÞðeb − aÞD2d2 þ bcðeb − 2aÞD

þðcðeb − 2aÞD − ðeb − aÞDD2 − acða − ebÞ2Þd�

¼
eðh − cÞ
D1D3

ðA � d2 þ B � d þ cÞ

¼
eðh − cÞ
D1D3

ðd − dq
1Þðd − dq

2Þ

QC ¼

(

� 0 if d � dq
2 or d � dq

1
� 0 if dq

1 � d � dq
2 

where,
A ¼ ðae − 2cÞðeb − aÞD2,
B ¼ cðeb − 2aÞD − ðeb − aÞDD2 − acða − ebÞ2

C ¼ bcðeb − 2aÞD, dq
2 ¼

−Bþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðB2 − 4 � A � CÞ

p

2A

and dq
1 ¼ −

Bþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðB2 − 4 � A � CÞ

p

2A
:

sC ¼ s� − s0 ¼
eðh − cÞ
D1D3

½−eðeb − aÞðae − 2cÞD2d2

þ 2cðcDþ ðae − cÞðeb − aÞ
2
Þd

−bc2ða2 − 4bcþ abeÞ�

¼
eðh − cÞ
D1D3

ðd − ds
1Þðd − ds

2Þ

Therefore,

sC ¼
� 0 if d � ds

2 or d � ds
1

� 0 if ds
1 � d � ds

2

�

where,

ds
1 ¼ −

2bc3 − ðb2e2 − 2aebþ 2a2Þc2 þ aeðb2e2 − 2abeþ a2Þcþ c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4b2c4 − 4bð5b2e2 þ 6abe − 2a2Þc3

þð−7b4e4 þ 36ab3e3 − 24a2b2e2 − 8a3beþ 4a4Þc2

þ2aeð2b4e4 − 5ab3e3 − 4a2b2e2 þ 9a3be − 4a4Þc

þða3 − 6a2beþ 7ab2e2 − 2b3e3Þa3e2

v
u
u
u
u
u
t

4eðeb − aÞc2 þ 2e2ðbe − 3aÞðbe − aÞc − ae3ðeb − aÞðeb − 2aÞ

and

ds
2 ¼

−2bc3 þ ðb2e2 − 2aebþ 2a2Þc2 − aeðb2e2 − 2abeþ a2Þcþ c

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

4b2c4 − 4bð5b2e2 þ 6abe − 2a2Þc3

þð−7b4e4 þ 36ab3e3 − 24a2b2e2 − 8a3beþ 4a4Þc2

þ2aeð2b4e4 − 5ab3e3 − 4a2b2e2 þ 9a3be − 4a4Þc

þða3 − 6a2beþ 7ab2e2 − 2b3e3Þa3e2

v
u
u
u
u
u
t

4eðeb − aÞc2 þ 2e2ðbe − 3aÞðbe − aÞc − ae3ðeb − aÞðeb − 2aÞ

Proof of Lemma 3 Comparing the equilibrium solu-
tions of cap and trade and aggregate tax model, we get 
q� − qct ¼ 1

D
ðeb − aÞðg − t�Þ and s� − sct ¼ 1

D
ðae − 

2cÞðg − t�Þ: Therefore, it follows that q� � qct and, s� �
sctifg � t� and e � 2c

a
:

Proof of Proposition 4 From the proposition (1), lem-
mas (2) and (3), we can write as

q0 � q� ¼ �q � qct if dq
1 � d � dq

2 and g � t�
s0 � s� ¼ �s � sct if ds

1 � d � ds
2 and g � t�

Proof of Proposition 5 Note that,

SWC ¼ SW� − SW0 ¼
eðh − cÞ2

2D1D3
½ðeb − aÞðeðeb − aÞðD2 − cÞ þ 2cðae − 2cÞÞd2

þbcðcðeb − 2aÞ − 2D2ðeb − aÞÞdþ b2c2ðeb − 2aÞ�

¼
eðh − cÞ2

2D1D3
ðd − dsw

1 Þðd − dsw
2 Þ

Therefore,

SWC ¼
� 0 if d � dsw

1 or d � dsw
2

� 0 if dsw
1 � d � dsw

2

�

where,
dsw

2 ¼

bð2a − 3ebÞc2 − 2ebðeb − aÞðeb − 2aÞc

þ bc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ð5eb − 6aÞ
2
c2 þ 4ecðb2e2ð2eb − 9aÞ þ a2ð13eb − 6aÞÞ

q

8ðeb − aÞc2 þ 2eða2 − b2e2Þcþ 2e4b2ð4a − ebÞ þ 2a2e2ð2a − 5ebÞ

and
dsw

1 ¼

−

bð3eb − 2aÞc2 þ 2ebðeb − aÞðeb − 2aÞc

þ bc

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ð5eb − 6aÞ
2
c2 þ 4ecðb2e2ð2eb − 9aÞ þ a2ð13eb − 6aÞÞ

q

8ðeb − aÞc2 þ 2eða2 − b2e2Þcþ 2e4b2ð4a − ebÞ þ 2a2e2ð2a − 5ebÞ

Thus, using proposition (1), we can write, SW0 �

SW� ¼ SW if dsw
1 � d � dsw

2 , and other-
wise, SW� ¼ SW > SW0

Proof of Proposition 6 The profit function under 
multi-part tariff contract is given by

Pmt ¼ ðh − cqþ as − cÞq −
1
2
bss2 − tðeq − sÞ þ F (A24)  

The first order conditions are given by

@P

@q
¼ −2cqþ asþ h − c − et

@P

@s
¼ aq − bssþ t

(A25)  
Substituting the socially optimal values of qSO ¼

ðbþdÞðh−cÞ
D0

, sSO ¼
ðaþedÞðh−cÞ

D0
in the first order conditions, the 

optimal values of t and s are given by
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tmt ¼
ðbe2 − c − aeÞd − bc
� �

ðh − cÞ
eD0

,

smt ¼ 1 −
cðdþ bÞ

ebðaþ edÞ

Substituting the value of qSO, sSO, tmt and smt in the 
equation ð13Þ, the profit function under the multi-part 
tariff contract becomes

Pmt ¼

½eðbe2 − 2aeþ cÞd2 þ ð3bce − ac − 2a2eÞd

þ bð2bce − ac − a2eÞ�
2eD02

ðh − cÞ2 þ Fmt

Pmt ¼ K þ Fmt:

The profit function under tax model is given by

P� ¼
1

2D12 ½D2
3d2 þ 2D2ðDcþ ðbc − a2ÞD2Þd

þ bðDD2
2 þ ða − beÞ2c2Þ�ðh − cÞ2  

The firm’s individual rationality constraint requires 
Pmt1 � P�: Therefore,

Pmt � P� ) K þ Fmt � P� ) Fmt � ðP� − KÞ:
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